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Post 1 

Did quarantine make you squishy and soft? Longing to get a bit more definition than a couch 

potato? The secret to quick results is a quick-paced workout that activates ALL your muscles, 

rather than making you run in place for 30 minutes. (Boooorrring.)  

Believe us when we say the #Blackout Experience is like no other. We’re not going to push you to 

your limit and punish you when you don’t make it. We’re here to make you feel badass from your 

fingers to your toes (yep, there are muscles there, too).  

Our approach is designed to pump you up and get those endorphins flowing. It’s way more fun than 

being a couch potato.  

Ready to see how #Blackout will transform your workout experience? Sign up for a class now. 

Post 2 

You love the feeling of adrenaline and endorphins after a good workout…but that happens 

somewhere between your HIIT routine and churning out that last minute on the treadmill. There’s 

gotta be a middle ground between intense exercise and feeling like you’re about to die, right? 

There is. It’s called the #Blackout Experience, and we designed it to be fun yet effective: the perfect 

mix of intense cardio and targeted muscle training. Go beyond the basic workout and start 

activating muscles you didn’t know you had. 

Even better, you’ll leave our class feeling accomplished and awesome, not worn out and frustrated. 

Our approach is all about building you up, not tearing you down.  

Experience the #Blackout revolution. DM us to learn more or sign up for your class.  

Post 3 

Ever been in a workout class where the instructor just kept barking orders and your classmates 

appeared to be professional stunt people? Meanwhile you’re struggling to even catch a breath and 

definitely NOT “feeling the burn.”  

Made you never want to go back, right? We believe that workouts shouldn’t make you feel defeated. 

Plus, the science shows that approach just doesn’t deliver results. 

Ours does. Go from basic to #Blackout with us, and we’ll teach you to work out that avoids injury 

while still building and defining your muscles. Plus, you’ll get your heart pumping in a way that 

makes you feel AWESOME not exhausted.  

Our Blackout Experience is specially designed to help you achieve your goals, whatever they are, in 

a workout that you’ll love. No more wondering how you landed in a class with a bunch of 

superheroes: in our classes, you’ll feel like the badass you are. 

Sign up today! 
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Post 4 

“No pain, no gain.” With that attitude, it’s no wonder some people push themselves too hard to 

reach their workout goals. What if we told you that you don’t have to risk injury or fatigue to get the 

muscle definition and body tone you desire? With the #Blackout experience, it’s possible.  

Our classes are designed to make you feel empowered, not exhausted. We teach you how to 

access and activate the right muscles at the right time. There’s much less risk of injury and much 

greater likelihood of having a great damn time. 

We know you’re ready to take your workouts to the next level. Let us show you how to reach your 

goals with proper technique. Don’t worry, we’ll still get your heart pumping in that feel-good way! 

Sign up for a class today. 

Post 5 

Real talk. So many gyms and fitness gurus promise to have the secret to a perfect workout. You’ve 

probably tried a few classes and left wondering, “And?” Or you left saying, “Ow.”  

The thing is, high-intensity workouts can be thrilling, but they don’t necessarily deliver results. And 

those that do can lead to injury. The secret isn’t the workout itself. It’s whether or not it meets your 

needs. 

That’s what we designed the #Blackout experience to be, and that’s what sets us apart from the 

other gyms. But don’t just take our word for it: come see for yourself. We promise you’ll leave feeling 

confident and amazing, not confused or worn-out. 

Let us show you the high-intensity workout that actually gets you fit. DM us to learn more.  
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